
LOFT COLLECTION



The A|Wood Loft Collection is comprised of 10 thoughtfully 

textured engineered planks. The patterns are natural yet 

intriguing, the tones are rich yet subtle.     

Inspired by surfing destinations across the world, our 

colors range from sandy OAK and light drift ash to chocolate 

chestnut.  Designed to bring your conscious mind to the sun’s 

warmth on your face and a crisp ocean breeze on your skin, 

we are proud to introduce a series that indulges your classic 

sensibilities with modern twists. 

Technical Info:

RFCI 
CA Air Resources Board 

Forest Stewardship Council  

FloorScore Certified 

CARB ATCM 93120 Certified 

FSC 100%, FSC Mix (up to factory 
chain of custody)  

A|Wood by A|Product © 2019 A|Product  

Sizes:

Standard Length:  

Warranty: 

Construction:

Supplemental Warranty: 

Stocking Program:   

1/2” x 5” (in stock)

9/16” x 7” (special order)

 Random Length

35 Year Limited Residential 

10 Year Limited Commercial 

Engineered on a special cross grain 
plywood base, with locking system 
and micro bevel on four sides

A|Wood maintains stock in popular 
colors.  

Contact an A|Wood rep for select 
colors. 

(888) 203-0054 | info@aproductus.com 

Ardex SystemOne™ up to 10 years 

Performance Data  



LOFT COLLECTION | Curated Engineered Collection   

This collection is comprised of 10 specially designed 

engineered planks in natural patterns and tones, with 

rich textures and color palette. Inspiration for this 

palette is drawn from worldwide surfing beaches. 

Colors range from sandy OAK to light drift-ash and 

milk chocolate-chestnut, indulging both classic 

sensibilities and modern twists.   

If you are interested in exploring your imagination 

beyond our curated collection, please consider our 

custom curation service. 



BONDI WHITE OAK

AMERICAN WALLNUT

WHITE OAK

BUXTON

BYRON BAY



NORTH SHORE 

PIPA

PUNTA MANGO

WHITE OAK

WHITE OAK

WHITE OAK



RAGLAN

RAROTONGA

TAVARUA

WHITE OAK

WHITE OAK

WHITE OAK



TRES PALMASWHITE OAK



Four Seasons Residences Custom  

A|Wood Custom Curation 

Don’t limit yourself. If you can imagine it, we can create 

it.  The A|Wood custom curation service is led by a team 

who  sources materials from all over the world. Our 

custom  capabilities are as endless as your imagination. 

By the way,  our high quality doesn’t kill your wallet.  

Our global sourcing team can help you find a match for 

an  existing design plan or create something brand new.  

If you have a current product in mind that doesn’t meet  

your expectations, we can find the solution for you.     

We can also help you create a look from a blank canvas.  

Imagine what you can create.  




